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African 
Kingdoms 
were powerful 
and rich 
because they 
controlled the 
trade routes of 
valuables like 
gold, salt, and 
slaves.

• 3000 BC 

•Used Nile River floods 
for irrigation of fields

•Stockpiled grain

•Built pyramids for 
Pharaohs – the God-
kings

•Hieroglyphics

•Mathematics, 
astronomy, and crop 
rotation

•700-300 BC

•Modern day Sudan.  Also 
known as Nubia.

•1st to use elephants for 
warfare and ceremonies

•Learned iron smelting from 
the Nok of West Africa.

•Meroe was the capital.

•Trade routes spread into west 
Africa and for about 600 miles 
downstream of the Nile River 
to the Egyptians.
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NOK

• 500BC –
100’s AD in 
Nigeria

• Tin mines 
and iron 
smelting

Axum 300 – 700 AD
• Ethiopia and 

Southern Arabia
• Evidence of Jewish, 

Buddhist, Nubian, 
and Christian worship 
areas.

• 333 Axum / Ethiopia 
converted to 
Christianity – first 
Christian State

Bantu Migration 600 – 1000 AD
• Black Bantu tribe 

began to spread from 
West Africa

• Traveled east and 
south and diffused the 
culture with cultures 
that they met

• Bantu is the basis for 
languages of Eastern 
and Southern Africa

ISLAM 610 – 800AD

• 570 Mohammed born
• 632 Mohammed died
• Approx. 700 first 

Muslims in E. Africa
• 740 – 1492 Muslims 

(Moors) invade Spain
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• 1st well documented kingdom of 
Western Africa

•People are the Soninke –
descendants still today

•Height of kingdom – 750 AD

•Taxed trade of gold and salt

•Large army for protection

•Capital – Kumbi Saleh

•Lasted 300 years until 
gold source ran out.

• 13th century as Ghana declined 
– Mali became powerful

• Controlled new source of gold

•Expanded east to include city of
Timbuktu.
• Very wealthy – controlled trade 
routes across the Sahara

•1400 decline of empire when 
Tuareg people of the Sahel invade

•Known for artistry with gold

•Converted to Islam

•1464 defeat Mali

•Close to the Niger 
River - fishing

•King Sonni Ali the 
Great was said to 
have magical 
powers

•Controlled a larger 
area than even Mali

•1591 Moroccan 
Army defeats 
Songhai

• The Yoruba 
people of the West 
African Rainforest

•Around 1400 AD

•Iron tools helped 
cut down the trees

•King – Oni (still 
one today)

•Pottery, brass, and 
copper sculptures -
lifelike

• 1000 AD – 1500AD

•Shona people – Bantu – speaking 
tribe from West Africa descendants 
still in Zimbabwe today.

•Zimbabwe means court / walled city

• traveled on the Mazoe River a 
tributary of the Zambezi and the 
Save River for trade with the East.

• 1200 – 1400 Great Zimbabwe built 
and inhabited. 
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• Great Zimbabwe is over 30 feet high and 
16 feet thick

•The wall has drains and is built with no 
mortar.

•Over 200 other zimbabwes have been 
found around Southern Africa

•The treasures have been stolen, but 
there is evidence of cotton spinning and 
weaving

•Great wealth from gold, cattle, and 
coastal trade route

• Around 1440 AD

• The Edo people

• 5 great warrior kings –
Ewuare, Esigie, Ozolua, 
Orhogbua, and Ehengbuda

• Large army expanded the 
kingdom

• Built good roads and 
defensive walls

• Legal system

• Sons would inherit the 
throne and daughters 
married to rivals

• Portuguese “discovered” Benin in 
1486.

• First Benin traded in ivory and gold.

•Portuguese would not sell weapons to 
non-Christians, so Benin began trade 
with British

•Benin traded conquered people as 
slaves for weapons.

•Africans were needed to work on the 
plantations in the New World

•1 in 25 African slaves (4%) came to the 
US – majority to West Indies.

• Trade agreement with British in 1892 
for fabric and gold.  Benin did not keep 
up trade agreement – Brits burned city.

•1897 British loot 

•By 1914 – part of 
British Nigeria.

• Yoruba 
people spoke 
Kwa not 
Bantu

•1500’s AD

•Conquered 
Ketu and 
Dahomey

•Wealth from 
slave trade –
slave coast

•20,000 
slaves a year

•Poison 
spears

•1 in 25 
slaves to US
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• 1700 – 1717AD

• Controlled important trade routes to the coast.  Areas to the 
north of the capital – Kumasi paid taxes in slaves.  Areas to 
the south paid taxes in gold.   Believed to have had $2 billion 
in gold

• All males educated in the capital city.  Professional army 
and police force

•1874 treaty with British leaves Asante completely defeated

1700’s Slave Trade
• 28 million Africans were forcibly removed from  

Africa.  West Indies uses most slaves.  Brazil 
largest single country to use slaves.

• Britain abolished slavery in 1807 and by1834 
gone from empire.  France in 1847

• 1800 AD – Bantu-speaking people still in Southern Africa today

• 1818 – 1828 Shaka Zulu leads Zulus against neighboring Black 
tribes and White colonists then keep territory, soldiers, and cattle
• 1879 – defeated 
British military at the 
height of British 
power, but Britain 
regrouped and 
conquered Zululand 
with superior 
firepower.

• Zulus forced to sign 
treaty of submission

• Britain wanted area 
for good farmland.

1800’s History
• 1822 Liberia established as an American colony for freed 

African slaves
• 1839 – 42 Amistad Revolt – W. Africa, Cuba, and US 

involved in separate legal battles over rights of slaves
• 1840 David Livingstone begins his ministry and 

exploration of Africa

• 1867 diamonds found in South Africa
• 1869 Suez Canal completed
• 1884 Berlin Conference – European powers carved up 

Africa without any African representation
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Why Europeans 
wanted to travel 
inland:

GOD –
wanted to 
spread 
Christianity

GOLD –
Wanted to 
discover great 
riches and set 
up trade

GLORY –
curiosity

African cities at the 
beginning of 
colonization were 
located on the 
coast for trade 
purposes.

Europeans did not 
travel inland 
because:

1.  Tse Tse Fly – an 
insect that kills 
cattle and causes 
sleeping sickness 
an in humans and 
other insects that 
carried Malaria.

Quinine – an anti-Malaria 
drug made inland travel 
easier in the tropics

2. Some African kings 
were very powerful 
hunters and soldiers 
had poison tipped 
arrows

3. Rugged terrain –
Africa’s main physical 
feature is the plateau.  
Steep cliffs, 
escarpments – a 
continuous line of steep 
slopes or cliffs, 
waterfalls, and rapids 
made it hard to travel
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• Europeans were 
able to defeat the 
native populations 
because they had 
modern weapons –
guns against less 
accurate spears.

•Europeans gave 
rights to African land 
and resources to 
companies investing 
in colonies –
concessions

•Europeans began 
to fight over land in 
Africa without 
considering native 
populations.

• The first country to colonize 
Africa was Portugal.  

•Prince Henry the Navigator 
encouraged exploration and 
developed a faster, safer 
sailing ship called a caravel.  
Africa was in reach,

• Portugal’s main interest was 
in port cities that would help 
them with trade elsewhere in 
the world.

• 1441 European slave trade 
starts with Portugal – Brazil is 
the single largest slave nation

• 1490 Portuguese 
missionaries begin work

• 1593 Portugal builds Fort 
Jesus it falls to Arabs in 1669

• 1652 Dutch settle at the Cape of Good Hope – Dutch farmers in South 
Africa were called the Boers – later called Afrikaaners

•1815 The Boers were defeated by the British in the Anglo-Boer war

•1835 The Boers made the Great Trek north past the Orange River to flee 
the British

•The Boers began to move south again after WWI they are also set up the 
system of Apartheid – Republic formed in 1958

• Laws that mandated racial segregation in South Africa in order to 
keep the MINORITY white government in control

•South Africa’s economy is based on diamonds and gold

•The VELD is a open grassland in central plateau of South Africa 
where much of the gold and diamond wealth is found

•Homelands or Bantustans were areas set up for Black South 
Africans outside of white areas where conditions were very bad.  
These homelands were not considered part of South Africa so 
therefore occupants were not citizens of South Africa – no vote!

•Due to sanctions, divestment, and the release of Nelson Mandela 
from prison – Apartheid ended with free elections and a new 
constitution in 1993
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• Britain had the 
strongest military at 
the end of the 1800’s 
and early 1900’s
•Britain is a small 
island with many 
people – they needed 
farm land.
•Britain was also 
interested in minerals 
– iron, gold, silver, etc. 
and other natural 
resources – rubber, 
cotton, etc.
•Because of their 
military strength, 
Britain had the most 
land in Africa.

• France had a series 
of wars that left them 
poor and weak.

•Unable to travel to 
far from France –
African colonies were 
located nearby

•France did not want 
to get into a war with 
Britain over land in 
Africa.

•Many people in 
Western Africa still 
speak French today.

• Spain 
concentrated its 
colonization in the 
Americas.

•The colonies of 
Rio de Oro and 
Spanish Guinea 
were used as a 
shipping points for 
African slaves 
going to the 
Americas.

• Germany did not 
begin colonization until 
1871 because they did 
not become a unified 
country until then.

•Once unified, Germany 
wanted to show its 
power – they were able 
to gain Cameroon and 
German SW Africa and 
East Africa.

•Germany lost their 
African colonies when 
they lost World War I
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• Italy was last to colonize 
Africa. There was little left 
when Italy got there

•Italy conquered Ethiopia.  
They occupied the land 
from 1936-1941.

•Italy also conquered Libya

•Only Liberia remained 
independent. – Liberia was 
a country set up by 
President Monroe for freed 
African slaves.

•The US did not have 
colonies in Africa

• Independence for most African nations from colonialism – 1960-1980

• Results of colonialism – no history of independence, ethnic unrest, cash crops

1914 – 1918 WWI

•1922 Egypt independent from Britain

• 1935 Italy invades Ethiopia

•1939 – 1945 WWII

• 1950’s Jomo Kenyatta leader of guerilla 
and terror warfare in Kenya

•1957 Gold Coast becomes Ghana - first 
independent black state in Africa. 

•1963 – Independence for multi-ethnic 
Kenya

• 1964 Nelson Mandella imprisoned after 
being found guilty of sabotage and 
treason

•1990 Nelson Mandella released from 
prison by de Klerk of South Africa –
begin to form new government.  Ethnic 
unrest between Zulu and Xhosa

• 1991 Apartheid abolished –

•1993 first free election in South 
Africa – Mandella wins. Eritrea 
independent from Ethiopia – most 
recent to gain independence

•1994 Hutu massacre a million 
Tutsis in Rwanda

• 1995 UN withdrew from Somalia 
after numerous casualties 

•1996 Tutsi refugees flee Zaire 
rebels

•2000 Mugabe starts land 
redistribution in Zimbabwe – white 
farmers flee

•2001 Organization of African Unity 
becomes African Union – try to 
create an EU style organization

• 2003 Liberian civil war ends
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The Sahara & North Africa

A fertile, 
watered area 
in the midst 
of a desert.  
This is where 
most of the 
people of the 
desert live.

Nile River and 
Suez Canal
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Plenty of rain in the early ’60’s prompted farmers to increase cattle herds.  From the 
late 1960’s to 1980’s drought devastated this area.  Overgrazing and removal of 
trees for housing and firewood has laid the ground bare.  Planting trees and grass 
keeps the topsoil in place and slows the encroaching desert.

From the Atlantic to the mountains of Ethiopia, the Sahel stretches for 
4,300 miles.  It is a ribbon of arid savanna grasslands.  This semi arid 
area has been plagued by drought in recent years.  The word Sahel is 
Arabic for “Shore” and the Sahel is the shore of the Sahara Desert.  The 
Sahel has moved south as the climate change has caused the desert to 
expand.  This is a cycle, but cutting down trees in this area is speeding 
up the desertification process.  PASTORAL NOMADISM – practice of 
moving cattle from one area to another in arid areas.  The Fulani in 
Senegal and Mali, the Dinka in Sudan and the Samburu of Kenya are all 
pastoral nomads.  To improve condition in the Sahel, farmers place rocks 
along contour lines in order to hold back the soil when it rains.  The rocks 
work like a dam – stopping the top soil from washing away.  The Niger 
River delta is used to grow cash crops.  The production of food has 
declined in the last 20 years because land is being used to grow crops for 
sale.

The spread of desert like 
conditions into semi-arid areas.
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Form of agriculture where farmers plant crops in cleared areas and then 
abandon the fields when they become infertile, and search for better land

Agriculture performed in one location where fertile soils and reliable 
rainfall can support it.

practice of moving cattle from one area to another in arid areas

When the top layer (topsoil) is washed or blown away.  This is usually caused 
by cutting down trees that protect the ground or by overgrazing which 
removes the grass that holds the soil in place.  Farmers place rocks along 
contour lines so that when it rains, the rocks work like a dam and  hold the 
water and the topsoil in place.

Subsistence economies take large amounts of land 
and benefit only a few people.  80% of Africans are 
farmers or herders.  When problems occur with the 

land, the people are directly and immediately 
impacted.

Malnutrition, disease, war, and poverty as well as a hard 
life of subsistence farming take a toll on the population.

A grassy woodland where crops are grown 
and cattle are able to graze.  Some savanna 
is spotted with trees.  This is the land of the 
Safari.
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Food production is lower in the last 20 
years for 3 reasons – soil erosion, 
desertification, and Africans are 
growing cash crops instead of food 
crops.

The Great Rift Valley stretches from the 
Mediterranean Sea  - south along the Red Sea 
and then through the Ethiopian Highlands, 
Kenyan Highlands, and the Lake District. 

A deep trench formed when large sections 
of the Earth’s crust drop between two 
parallel cracks or faults – Where the plates 
are moving away from each other.

The causes of 
famine in Africa 

1.Ethnic warfare

2.Civil War

3.Cash Crops

4.Soil erosion

5.Desertification

Relief efforts have been disrupted in 
the Horn of Africa because of ethnic 
warfare and civil war.
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When the government forces farmers off of their land 
and relocates them to areas that are controlled by the 
government – communal farms.

Gold and 
diamonds 
are the 
most 
important 
resources 
in 
Southern 
Africa.

This is the only region that 
has a temperate climate 
and reliable water.

Why is the area at the 
tip of South Africa more 
productive than the 
rest of Africa?


